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By introducing the concept of supersymmetry to quantum mechanics, several authors have
shown that exactly soluable potentials including all those well known are easily constructed. Is
the kinetic-energy density functional corresponding to these potentials a simple form? We show
that the answer is no, even to the simplest one, the harmonic potential, if one builds the kineticenergy density functional from the reduced density matrix.

Since the very beginning of modern density-functional
theory1 (DFT), many efforts have been made to search
,~
the kineticfor the energy density f ~ n c t i o n a i especially
energy density functional3 (KEDF). But no one has
found the exact functional except for the one-particle system that is trivial in DFT. In fact, the approximate formulation, e.g., the functional in the approximation of gradient expansion, is frequently used in the application of
DFT to atoms and molecule^.^
It has been known recently that with the help of supersymmetry and the concept of shape invariance, one can
easily treat the quantum systems of all well-known exactly
solvable potential^.^ It seems that such systems would
also be easily dealt with in DFT. Now the question arises:
can one find the KEDF to the two-particle system? Even
for the system having a simply shape-invariant potential,
we shall show in the following that the answer is negative.
Consider two noninteracting spinless fermions moving
in the external potential V-. Assume V- is shape invariant and its supersymmetric partner V + satisfies

Equation (4) may be transformed to the Abel equation
that is not exactly solvable, and we will not discuss the details here.
Following Aryasetiawan and ~ t o t twe
, ~set the transformation

and obtain
f3"+el~f+ssin(20) -O ,
P
and the kinetic-energy density may be derived as7

(6)

V+=V-+R,
where R is a constant.
For this system, then, if its lowest single-particle wave
function is yro(x), its next-to-the-lowest single-particle
wave function is
2
w,(x)=-=w6(x),
(2)
JE
where E is the energy difference between the higher and
the lower orbit.
For a given density p(x), we have

yri+yr:

=p(x)

(3)

42

From Eqs. (4) and (51, one gets
1
e ~ = ~ ~ c o t e - T ~ ,
2 P

(9)
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (6), we have
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(1 1)

If we got 8, we would get t h e KEDF through Eq. (7).
However, Eq. ( 1 1) is not solvable analytically, thus t h e
exact 8 is inaccessible. Therefore, we have shown t h a t one
cannot expect t h a t q u a n t u m systems with solvable potentials a r e also "solvable" in DFT if one sets u p t h e KEDF
from t h e reduced density matrix, except t h e case in which
plIp is a constant.*
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Equation (10) is a n algebraic equation of 8. T o simplify it, let t a n 8 = x and p'lp --a, and after trivial arithmetic
manipulation Eq. (9) reads

1
2
x5+-(a2+2a'+8~)x4+-x2-x
a&

&

--i a
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